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One of the main challenges in molecular materials science is
the design of compounds exhibiting multiple physical properties.
Several examples of such compounds have recently been reported.1

These include a molecular metal with ion-conducting channels,1a a
molecule-based layered compound with ferromagnetism and metal-
lic conductivity,1b and so on. Furthermore, to apply these materials,
it is desirable to be able to control their physical properties by some
external stimuli. Prussian blue analogues are promising compounds
for such a purpose. It has been reported that their color can be
reversibly switched by electrochemical treatments.2 Furthermore,
they have recently attracted attention as tunable molecular magnets
as well as highTc magnets.3,4 This means that their optical and
magnetic properties can be controlled by some external perturba-
tions. However, although many studies have been performed on
their transport properties,5 there have been no reports as yet of
drastic changes in their conductivity.6 Here, we describe electric-
field-induced conductance transitions as well as thermally induced
conductivity switching observed in FeCo Prussian blue analogues.
This finding shows that not only magnetic and optical properties
but also conducting properties can be switched by external
perturbations in FeCo Prussian blue analogues.

Three kinds of FeCo Prussian blue were prepared via a simple
solution-mixing method.7 These were Na0.5CoII

1.25[FeIII (CN)6]‚
4.8H2O, Na0.38CoII

1.31[FeIII (CN)6]‚5.4H2O, and Rb0.5CoIIICoII
0.25[FeII-

(CN)6]‚5.9H2O, which are hereafter designated as compounds1,
2, and3, respectively.7 Their powder X-ray diffraction patterns were
consistent with a face-centered cubic structure. The unit cell
parameters for1, 2, and 3 were 10.27, 10.24, and 10.02 Å,
respectively. IR spectra measured at room temperature showed that
CN stretching peaks were observed at ca. 2160, 2160, and 2120
cm-1 for 1, 2, and 3, respectively. This means that the main
components of1, 2, and3 at room temperature are the FeIII -LS-
CN-CoII-HS, FeIII -LS-CN-CoII-HS, and FeII-LS-CN-CoIII -LS

moieties, respectively.4 The magnetic properties were measured
under a DC magnetic field of 5000 G. The products of molar
magnetic susceptibility (øM) and temperature for compounds1-3
are shown as a function of temperature (Figures 1 and 2). TheøMT
values for1 and2 varied significantly, depending on temperature,
because of the phase transition between the FeIII -LS-CN-CoII-HS

states and the FeII-LS-CN-CoIII -LS states. The phase-transition
temperatures of1 in cooling and heating modes areT1/2V ) 248 K
andT1/2v ) 275 K, respectively.T1/2V is the temperature where, in
the cooling mode, there is 50% of the high-temperature phase, and
T1/2v is the temperature where, in the heating mode, there is 50%
of the low-temperature phase. The phase transition temperatures
of 2 areT1/2V ) 213 K andT1/2v ) 235 K, respectively. In contrast,

the øMT values for3 show almost no change (Figure 2), meaning
that it does not exhibit a phase transition in the temperature range
between 5 and 350 K. An investigation of photoeffects for1, 2,
and3 shows that they exhibit photoinduced magnetization effects.
These properties are consistent with those reported previously.4

The three samples were subjected to pressed pellet conductivity
measurements. These measurements were carried out by a con-
ventional two-terminal method on samples with a typical thickness
of 0.25 mm. The applied voltage was always much lower than 1
V. The resistivity vs. temperature (F-T) curve for compound1
shows an abrupt change in conductivity at the temperature where
the phase transition between FeII-LS-CN-CoIII -LS and FeIII -LS-
CN-CoII-HS occurs. Furthermore, the figure clearly shows that the
F-T curve exhibits a hysteresis loop. The activation energy of the
electrical conduction for the high-temperature and the low-
temperature phases are 0.34 and 0.56 eV, respectively. Similarly,
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Figure 1. Temperature dependence of resistivity and magnetization for
compounds1 (left) and2 (right). Inset: Schematic crystallographic structure
of FeCo Prussian blue analogue. The vacancies at the [Fe(CN)6] site are
omitted for clarity.

Figure 2. (Left) Temperature dependence of resistivity (red) and magne-
tization (blue) of compound3. (Right) I-V curves of a circuit composed
of the FeCo Prussian blue analogue andRL ) 800 kΩ in series. Inset:J vs
E curves, whereJ ) I/S andE ) (V-IRL)/d (S: cross sectional area,d:
distance between the electrodes).
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the F-T curve for compound2 shows a hysteresis loop at around
225 K. This means that not only magnetic properties but also
conductivity can take two different values within the hysteresis loop,
allowing the observation of thermally induced conductivity switch-
ing over a given temperature range. It should be noted that the
temperature where bistability is exhibited can be continuously
controlled by varying the Co-to-Fe ratio in the FeCo Prussian blue,4b

meaning that the conductance-switching temperature can be tuned
by slightly changing the composition, which is distinct from
conventional switching materials.

Additional interesting properties were found for compound3
when the conductivity was measured under higher electric field.
TheF-T curve of3 measured under electric fields lower than 1 V
shows typical semiconducting properties with activation energy
equal to 0.68 eV (Figure 2). However, the current-voltage (I-V)
plot shows a remarkable nonlinear effect when a higher electric
field was applied to it. TheI-V characteristics at high voltage were
measured for a circuit that included a pellet of3 as the resistive
element and the load resistor (RL ) 800 kΩ) in series (Figure 2).6

The load resistor was used to avoid a sudden burst of current when
the resistance of the sample was changed. Figure 2 shows theI-V
characteristics measured atT ) 290, 300, and 310 K. The current
flowing in the circuit whenT ) 300 K andV ) 100 V is less than
10 µA. When the voltage is further increased, theI-V curves
apparently became nonlinear. When the voltage reachesV ) 250
V, the current abruptly increases. The current atV ) 300 V is about
280 µA, where the applied voltage is partially loaded on the load
resister. These data show that the transition from the high-resistive
state to the low-resistive state occurred at 250 V.6 The inset in
Figure 2 shows theJ (current density) vsE (electric field) curves.
As the voltage increases, the sample shows a transition from the
high-resistive state with a positive differential resistance to the low-
resistive state with a negative differential resistance. That is,
negative resistance effects were induced in compound3.

It has been reported that several charge transfer (CT) complexes
such as TTeC1TTF-TCNQ (TTeC1TTF: tetrakis methyltelluro
tetrathiafulvalene, TCNQ: 7,7,8,8-tetracyanoquinodimethane) can
exhibit negative resistance effects.6 The nonlinear behavior in the
FeCo Prussian blue analogues is similar to that of the CT complexes.
Because it has been reported that the switching phenomenon has
the character of a bulk phase transition induced by an electric field,6

the present current switching phenomenon might also be induced
by the induction of the FeIII -LS-CN-CoII-HS sites in the FeII-LS-
CN-CoIII -LS phase. Partial oxidation and reduction of the Fe and
Co sites may enhance the conductivity of the compounds. Further-
more, the formation of the FeIII -LS-CN-CoII-HS sites makes the
creation of additional sites easier due to a self-accelerating process,8

which may contribute to the abrupt change in conductivity.
However, the converted fraction is not so large under conditions
where reversible switching is observed. Indeed, we could not detect
changes in the IR spectra during the application of the electric field.
To acquire a deeper understanding of the conductance-switching
phenomenon, a further systematic study is necessary.

It should be noted that one might raise the possibility that the
change in the resistance was induced by the electrochemical redox
in the solid state. That is, when an external electric field is applied
to Prussian blue analogues containing alkali cations in interstitial
sites, nonohmicI-V curves resulting from Faradaic current were
observed.9 However, the reported redox voltage is relatively quite
small. For example, the voltages of soluble Prussian blue, KFeIII -
[FeII(CN)6] and CuFe Prussian blue,K1.1Cu1.15[FeIII (CN)6] are about

0.83 and 0.53 V, respectively.9 These voltages correspond to the
differences between the formal potentials of the system’s two redox
reactions. Hence, the conductance switching effects observed at
high-electric field are phenomena different from those reported
previously.

In summary, we have shown that FeCo Prussian blue can exhibit
conductivity switching by varying the temperature and by applying
an electric field. This shows that FeCo Prussian blue is a
characteristic multifunctional material with conductivity-switching
properties as well as bistability in its magnetic and optical properties.
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